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,! INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVE 
The concrete admixture lpanex® manufuctured by IP A Systems Inc. was submitted to the Iowa 
Department of Transportation New Products Committee on April 15, · 1998. The New Products 
O,mmittee requested that the Iowa DOT Materials Laboratory evaluate the durability, corrosion 
·, inlnl>iting and concrete permeability reduction affects of this admixture. This report is intended to 
present the results of testing in Iowa DOT Materials laboratories, review a Pennsylvania State 
University report as well as review of the IP A Systems Inc. marketing literature. The objective is to 
provide the new products committee with a recommendation concerning approval of this product 
based on the information gathered. · · 
TESTING AND ANALYSIS 
Four tests were performed on concrete samples as part of this evaluation. These tests and the results 
are descn"bed in the paragraphs below. The test samples were mixed as descnl>ed in Table 1. The four 
mixes were cast into slabs with a ponding surfuce according to AASHTO 259-80. A #3 black steel 
rebar was placed at one inch from the ponding surface with a lead attached to ~e half-cell 
potentials~ Additionally, four-inch cylinders were cast from each mix to obtain samples for rapid 
chloride ion permeability testing. 
'(able 1 
Mix Number: 1 2 3 4 
Cement: Lehigh I Lehigh I Lehigh I .Lehigh I 
Co~rs~ Aggregate: Fort Dodge Fort Dodge Fort Dodge Fort Dodge 
Fiµe Aggregate: Cordova Cordova Cordova Cordova 
NaCl: 3 lbs/yd3 3 lbs/yd3 
I pan ex®: 13.8 ozlcwt 13.8 ozlcwt 
of cement* of cement* 
*Manufacturer's recommended dosage 
Chloride Content 
At the end of the 90-day salt ponding, powdered samples were taken from each slab according to. 
AASHTO T 260-95. Chloride determinations were performed with x-ray fluorescence (XRF). Four 
samples were retrieved from each slab (two locations per slab). The powdered samples were taken. 
at 0.5 inch and 1 inch from the surface respectively. This total of 16 samples was then analyzed using 
XRF resulting in the data shown in Figure 1. There are two things apparent from the graph: (1) 
There is rio significant difference between samples with and without Ipanex® or with and without 
added salt at the 0.5 inch depth; (2) At the 1 inch depth, there is less variation between samples with 
and without Ipanex® and the samples with added salt are easily visible. 
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DISCLAIMER 
The contents of this report reflect the views of 
the author and do not necessarily reflect the 
official views of the Iowa Department of 
Transportation. This report does not 
constitute any standard. specification or 
regulation. 
INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVE 
The concrete admixture lpanex® manufilctured by IP A Systems Inc. was submitted to the Iowa 
. Department of Transportation New Products Coinmittee on April 15, · 1998. The New Products 
O,mmittee requested that the Iowa DOT Materials Laboratory evaluate the durability, corrosion 
·.inhibiting and concrete permeability reduction affects of this admixture. This report is intended to. 
present the results of testing in Iowa DOT Materials laboratories, review a Pennsylvania State 
University report as well as review of the IP A SyStems Inc. marketing literature. The objective is to 
provide the new products committee with a recommendation concerning approval of this product 
based on the information gathered. 
TESTING AND ANALYSIS 
Four tests were performed on concrete samples as part of this evaluation. These tests and the results 
are descnbed in the paragraphs below. The test samples were mixed as descnbed in Table 1. The four 
mixes w~ cast into slabs with a ponding surfilce according to MSHTO 259-80. A #3 black steel 
rebar was pJaced at one inch from the ponding surfilce with a lead attached to ~ half-cell 
potentials~ · Additfonally, four-inch cylinders were cast from each mix to obtain samples for rapid 
chloride ion permeability testing. 
Table 1 
Mix Number: 1 2 3 4 
Ceme~t: Lehigh I Lehigh I Lehigh I Lehigh I 
" Coarse Aggregate: Fort Dodge Fort Dodge Fort Dodge Fort Dodge 
Fine Aggregate: Cordova Cordova Cordova Cordova 
NaCl: 3 lbs/yd3 3 lbs/yd3 
I pan ex®: 13.8·oz/cwt 13.8 oz/cwt 
of cement* of cement* 
*Manufacturer's recommended dosage 
Chloride Content 
At the end of the 90-day salt ponding, powdered samples were taken from each slab according to. 
AASHTO T 260-95. Chloride determinations were performed with x-ray fluorescence (XRF). Four 
samples were retrieved from each slab (two locations per slab). The powdered samples were taken 
at 0.5 inch and 1 inch from the surface respectively. This total of 16 samples was then analyzed using 
XRF resulting in the data shown in Figure 1. There are two things apparent from the graph: (1) 
There is no significant difference between samples with and without lpanex® or with and without 
added salt at the 0.5 inch depth; (2) At the 1 inch depth, there is less variation between samples with 
and without Ipanex® and the samples with added salt are easily visible. 
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DISCLAIMER 
The contents of this report reflect the views of 
the author and do not necessarily reflect the 
official views of the Iowa Department of 
Transportation. This report does not 
constitute any standar~ specification or 
regulation. 
INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVE 
. The concrete admixtUre Ipanex4' manu&ctured by IP A Systems Inc. was submitted to the Iowa· 
Departmeiit of Transportation New Products Coinmittee on April 15, 1998. The New Products 
Committee requested that the Iowa DOT Materials Laboratory evaluate the durability, corrosion 
inhibiting and concrete permeability reduction affects of this admixture. This report is intended to 
present the results of testing in Iowa DOT Materials laboratories, review a Pennsylvania State 
University report as well as revieW of the IP A SyStems Inc. rDarketing literature. The objective is to 
provide the new products committee with a recorilmendation concerning approval of this product 
based on the information gathered. · 
TESTING AND ANALYSIS 
Fom tests were perfurmed on concrete samples as part of this evalUation These tests and the results 
are described in the paragraphs below. The test samples were mixed as descn"bed in Table 1. The four 
mixes ~ cast into slabs with a ponding sur&ce according to AASHTO 259-80. A #3 black steel 
rebar was pl8ced at one inch from the ponding surfuce with a lead attached to ~e half-cell 
potentials. Additionally, fom-inch cylinders were cast frOm each mix to obtain samples for rapid 
chloride ion permeability testing. 
Table 1 
Mix Number: 1 2 3 4 
Ceinent: Lehigh I Lehigh I Lehigh I Lehigh I 
. ~ \ .. 
. \ 
Coarse Aggregate: · FortDodge Fort Dodge ·Fort Dodge Fort Dodge 
Fine Aggregate: Cordova Cordova Cordova Cordova 
NaCl: 3 lbs/yd3 3 lbs/yd3 
Ipanex®: 13.8 oz/cwt 13.8 oz/cwt 
of cement* of cement* 
*Manufacturer's recommended dosage 
Chloride Content 
At the end of the 90-day salt ponding, powdered samples were taken from each slab according to. 
AASHTO T 260-95. Chloride determinations were performed with x-ray fluorescence (XRF). Four 
samples were retrieved from each slab (two locations per slab). The powdered samples were taken 
at 0.5 inch and 1 inch from the surfuce respectively. This total of 16 samples was then analyzed using 
XRF resulting in the data shown in Figure 1. There are two things apparent from the graph: (1) 
There is no significant difference between samples with and without Ipanex® or with and without 
added salt at the 0.5 inch depth; (2) At the 1 inch depth, there is less variation between samples with 
and without Ipanex® and the samples with added salt are easily visible. . 
I 
Rapid Chloride Ion Permeability 
This test was perfunned according to AASHTO Test MethOd T 277-96. The resulting values were 
2187 coulombs fur the con1rol and 1917 coulombs for the sample with Ipanex". These are both on 
the borderline between Low and Moderate Chloride Ion PermeabilitY as defined in Table 1 ofT 277-
96. These two results are not significantly different 
Half Cell Potential Test 
This test is an adaptation of ASTM C87~91 Standard Test Method for Half-Cell Potentials of 
Uncoated Reinfurcing Steel in Concrete. Four concrete slabs were prepared for this test as described 
previously .. The slabs were subjected to salt ponding for 90 days with a 3 percent sodium chloride 
solution. Half-cell potentiaJs were measured initially and weekly thereafter. The readings were taken 
at three locations on top of each slab. Results are shoWn. in Figure 2. The results showed no 
significant difference between the readings for the lpanex® samples and the controls. We would 
· recommend cautious interpretation of these results both from our testing and that of Reference 1 
because the ASTM method warns about inferences of corrosion without strong knowledge of all of 
the reactions that may be occurring at the steel Readings fur both Ipanex® and control samples were 
below (more positive than) -0.20 volt for the majority of the test period 
Compressive Strength 
The East Central Iowa Tramportation Center Materials Laboratory performed compressive strength 
tests on severalcylioders of concrete from a project (STP-S-06(33)-SE-08) in Benton county in July 
1998. See Figure 3 and the attached data sheets. The first three samples are from PCC without 
lpanex® while the remaining six samples contain Ipanex®. Note that all of the samples had very 
simjlar characteristics and all were cured for 28 days. The average 28 day compressive strength 
vahirs f~r these tests were about 1300 psi lower for the samples with lpanex®. 
DISCUSSION 
The stated purpose for using Ipanex® in bridge concrete is to decrease the permeability of the 
concrete especially to chloride ions in order to protect the reinforcing steel (and hence the bridge) 
from the corrosive effects of the chloride ions. In order to make a recommendation in favor of using 
lpanex®, we would need to be able to demonstrate two things: (1) that the product is having a 
significant effect on permeability and related corrosion and (2) that it is economically worthwhile to 
use this product to perform that fimction versus continuing current methods and materials. Let's look 
at each of these in tum: · 
( 1) Performance . 
Concrete containing lpanex® has not performed significantly better in any of the tests that were 
performed in Iowa DOT materials laboratories. In some cases it did not perform as well as control. 
The marketing literature provided by IP A Systems Inc. and the Report (Reference 1) produced by 
Pennsylvania State University list results and conclusions that are generally in sharp contrast to these 
findings. We have serious concerns, however, with some of the research and data that went into these 
references. 
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In the product literature (with the exception of the Turnpike bridges) there are very few controlled 
tests; most of the infonnation ic; presented in terms of single case anecdotes (ie. of the form 'lpanex® 
was used in structure X and it's doing very well'). Also included are several copies of approvals bY 
various entities (state, county, COipOration) for use oflpanex® in projects or field evaluations .. At least 
one of these is included despite an explicit request by the approving authority that the approval not 
be used for promotional purposes - a point to consider if the Iowa DOT is to grant approval. 
Reference 1 is a report by Pennsylvania State University. The report covers research done in two 
studies, one in 1991 and the other in 1998. We had several concerns about the results and conclusions 
reached by Reference l: 
Data from the rapid chloride ion permeability test was considered (by the authors of Reference 
1) to be showing unusually high values, so the test was assumed to be invalid. Figure 4 contains 
the comparison grapm used in Reference 1 to reach this conclusion. The results of the same two 
tests conducted at the Iowa DOT do not indicate a problem nor do they indicate any significant 
difference between samples with and without lpanex®. The data for these was discussed earlier 
and shown in FigureS 1 and 2. If the high readings for rapid chloride ion permeability were due 
mainly to the use oflpanex®, we would expect the values in our tests to be higher as well. 
In the sample selection process for chloride penetration in the 1991 study, the control samples 
(those withOut Ipanex®) were chosen from "areas ofbigh deterioration". Chloride levels are not 
listed fur areas without deterioration in concrete without lpanex®. This means that the high levels 
of chloride in those areas (without Ipanex®) could have resulted from other causes than high 
. permeability, such as cracking. · 
. . 
. ·-~ 
., -
Some areas on bridges with Ipanex® were {9tmd to have high chloride levels near the steel but no 
corrosion in the 1991 study. This emphasized (without explicitly stating) the corrosion fighting 
properties of the product based on chemistry effects. The question that arises is where did the 
chloride come from?. The 1998 study emphasiz.ed low chloride permeability, implying that the 
corrosion was not occurring (in the treated bridge decks) because the water and chlorides were 
not reaching the levels of the steel 
The written analysis of the performance of the bridge decks· in general did not attempt to rule out 
any other plausible causes fur deterioration or lack thereof For example, air content in the 1973 
bridges was listed as between fuur and seven percent. Entrained air content is an important factor 
for concrete durability; and concrete with four percent air could behave quite differently in 
comparison with concrete at seven percent air. Additionally, it would not be uncommon for the 
air content of one bridge to be different from the next. The air content in hardened concrete is a 
relatively easy test to perform but no such analysis was reported. 
A lot of faith is put into the water permeability test by the authors of Reference 1. This test is 
apparently a modification of the Army Corps of Engineers test method CRD-C 48-55 (circa 
1955). There is no discussion in Reference 1 for the rationale behind any of the modifications to 
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this test method. We obtained a copy of the 1992 issue of CRD-C 48 (attached). In tills.issue, 
the samples tested are either 6 or 14.5 inches in diameter. The sample is confined and subjected 
to a pres&ire difference of200 psi Volume observations are "continued until the flow becomes 
~constant, normally fur 14 to 20 days." Once the flow has become constant, the hourly 
flow rate is used in the equation shown on the last page of the method to determine the 
permeability. 
Reference 1 descnl>es the test and results as follows: The samples were "25 - 75 mm in diameter 
and approximately 67 mm in length" fur a specimen (that is between 1 and 3 inches in diameter 
and approximately 2.5 inches long). The pressure used was 300 psi One of the two control 
samples exhioited a permeabilify (k) of0.22 microdarcy; the other "did not achieve a constant 
flow rate after seven days, and was subsequently shut down." The two samples with I~exGD· 
''were tested for seven days and produced· no appreciable water." The amount of water was 
·enough, however, to show up on the graph presented in the report. 
Several questions arise from this information. What were the permeability values for the two 
lpanex® samples? Why stop testing.at seven days? What were the actual diameters of the 
samples? After all, flow rate Q (the subject of the graph) is inversely proportional to the sqµare 
of the diameter. Were the diameters the same fur the control as for the lpane~ samples? What 
did the flow curve for the other lpane:x4D sample look like? What did the curve for the·other 
control sample look like? If the flow rate fur a 6 inch or 14.5 in diameter. sample is expected to 
stabiliz.e in 14 to 21 days (per CRD-C 48), should we expect a 1to3 inch sample (25 - 75 mm) 
to stabiliz.e in only 7 days (again Q is inversely proportional to sample diameter squared)? In fuct, 
the control line on the graph iii Reference I does not appear to have stabilized. The CRD-C 48 ... 
. t~st ·method meastires water flow using the inpUt water which is not in contact with the 
a'tmOSphere. In the reported test, flow was measured using a scale on the outflow. Wrth only 2.5 
ml or less of water flowing in 7 days, water evaporation could be affecting the result significantly. 
The graph appears to be cumulative volume with time. Evaporation would explain why the 
volume sho~ by the Ipanex® line actually appears to decrease toward the end of the test. 
Essentially, there are too many questions, omissions and irregularities in this reported permeability 
test to accept the results. 
(2) Economics 
The results of testing at the Iowa DOT materials laboratories were not supportive of using Ipanex® 
based on performance. But even assuming perfonnance, we can only recommend use of an admixture 
on Iowa projects if the economics favor it over what is being used now and what is available for use 
now. Tue following discussion is based on an approximate cost oflpanex® of$23 per cubic yard of 
concrete placed. 
Currently, all bridges specified by the Iowa DOT are required to use epoxy coated reinforcing. 
There is no indication that we will be moving away from that in the near future. The only cases where · 
·we have shown significant corrosion related distress in the last 20 years of use were the result of a 
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combination of cracks in the concrete and defects in the epoxy coating. Realistically, neither of these 
would be affected by use oflpane~. 
If low permeability of the concrete is desired (say for potential epoxy coating problems) there are 
other methods that will work at least as well as lpanex® at fur less cost. Two examples are slag and 
silica fume additions. Table 2 below shows a comparison of test data from the Materials Laboratory 
at the Iowa DOT. The data are results from testing in accordance with · 
AASHTO T-277. 
Table2 
Concrete/Cement Type Rapid Chloride Ion Permeability Reading 
(coulombs) 
C-4 2187 
C-4 with Ipanex® 1917 
C-4 Type IS cement (slag), 10% fly ash 945 
C-4 Type IS cement, I 0% fly ash, 5% silica fume 523 
Note that the test results show we c.an reduee permeability by almost 60 percent by using cement with 
slag and by almost 80 percent by also using silica fume. Type IS cement is almost the same price as 
regular cement and added silica fume is not much more. By the way, 28 day strengths for the 
con~retes with slag and silica fume are generally higher too. Either of these is a much more · · 
econ<;>mical approach than lpanex® on simply a price basis (ignoring all of the performance issues). 
CONCLUSIONS/RECOMMENDATION 
The portland cement concrete admixture Ipanex~ did not show any significant benefit in terms of 
improvement in areas of permeability, chloride resistance and strength in the testing performed at the 
Iowa DOT. The literature and reports reviewed did not provide enough credible evidence to refute 
this conclusion Additionally, the benefits ascnbed to this product can be more economically achieved 
.using other currently available products such as sJag and silica fume. Our recommendation is that this 
product not be approved for use on State projects in Iowa 
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APPENDIXB 
Standard Test Method for Water Permeability of Concrete 
11 
VIJilvl:. IJll 
(Issued 1 Dec. 1992) C48 
CR.l).C 4S-92 
Standard l'est Mtthod for Water PmntabJ1ity of Concrete 
J. Scope 
1.1 This method of test covers a 
procec1ure for determining the per-
meability o! concrete when subjected 
to _water at a pt-essure o! ZOO psi 
(1.38 MPa). The calculations are 
based upon an application of Darcy's 
law for unidirectional fiow at <:OnStllnt 
hc<ld. -
by 152-mml cylindrical apccimcns. 
The apparatus is composed of the 
£ollowing items: -
2.1.1 Specimen Contablers: 
2.1.1.1 Containers for 14-1/Z- by 
15-in. (368- by 381-mm) specimens 
shall consist o! steel cylinder• (Note) 
with a retainer rfog at the \)ottomand 
a flange at the top. A removable cover -
of 1-1/2-in. (38-mml steel and a .re-
movable bottom of atleast 1/2-in. (13· -
2. Apparatus mm) steel plate (Note) ehall be pro-
vided !or bolting to the container. lbe 
2.J The permeability test appara- - flange shall have a 1/4-in.- {6.4-mm-> 
tussball beasindicatedschematically wide by 1/4-in.- (6.4-mm-) deep 
in Fig. 1 and ~s illustre.ted typically 
in Fig. Z., page 2. Two sizes of ap-
paratus have been- used: one, illus-
trated in Figs. 1 and 2, accommodates 
14-1/2-in.- (368-mm·) diameter by 
IS-in.- _(38l•rmn-) high cylindrical 
specimens: the other, of similar-de-
sign, accommodates 6- by 6-in. (152· -
-· Note.• Co11.ta'-r• for CDo Laqcr 1pccltnc:n• m•y 1H 
INld•ftom 16·11>.• (t06•mm•IODpip.a1•Uor U..om&llcr 
spedmeo1from7•1n.· 111'11·aun°Jl.Dplpe. t\cc°"ro{or 
tt.. eoalUncrt m•Y<tiUi.111 ••dt.rof tlat platM or domed 
c~m"&•: '&he domed <1ni1an facllltaic• it.. .. .,,..,... .. ol 
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Fig. 1. Permeability test asgembly (schema.tic) 
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Fig. z. Permeability apparatus 
gasket groove and the cover shall have 
a raised tongue fitted so as to mesh 
with the groove. A rubber or neoprene 
strip 0£ 1/4- by 1/4-in. (6.4- by 6.4-
mm) cross secti.on shall be used as the 
gasket. 
Z. l. l.Z Containers for the 6- by 
6-in. (ISZ- by lSZ-nun) specimens 
shall be made of steel (Note) with a 
cover, flange, and gasket as described 
above. These contaiJ>ers will b c 
placed on sheet metal squares· pro-
vided with drain holes when in use. 
The containc rs and sheet metal 
squares are sealed together by a thin 
layel' of grease along the contact sur-
face when i.n·use. 
Z.1.2 Water Reservoir.• The water 
reservoir shall consist of a length of 
Z-in. (51-mrn) pipe 48 in. (1219 mm) 
long to which is attached a. side arm 
gage glas.!I provided with a gradu21ted 
scale. The reservoir shall 1.ie con-
nected with suits.ble fittings. valve.!!, 
and re(:ulators to permit the ~dmis­
sion of water {or filling, and £or the 
application of air pressures of 100 or 
ZOO psi (0.69 or 1.38 MPa); and shall 
be connected to the specimen con-
tainer. (Note) 
Note.· TM leR.Ct:h "' rh .. •·Gnnt",tlet• b"='t-"h ~-U•• 
"rvoir &n4 the' c o•Utinor :u •1'n.t:1 IN l la. l i• 'iO tt 
11 S ml. Tb• 4U•cmbly uf appar&\u' u•lnr; the 1mall•r 
cont•l"•rl provid~• for ~ miAi.mvm. oC. It; h '-'·~ ml o! 
lln.: tiocl"lt'c•n tltc- rctcrv:,i.t" al\d theCOf\t•'"'"r· The l"ftlth 
u·t • .,,c.cd •hvuld "• h4.srd Oft C'Oft•idc-nuona: ot the utc l'lf 
'W.lt't~f Oow. the Ukl nl abaorptio" of ttii.r '>V ..,.,., .. ,.•I the 
o~ranoc """•1h.lfC, •""' t.11• in,on•cl'i•n<"• u! riepl~i."'­
., .... -•C.~t' ln I~ •'f'dcn'\ t11th3t the w.\tC1' i" C'1tftl•l:"t wi1h 
rhC1 ·~r:\n\Ch n Na 1irnc" t ""''"'i"• nwtc- ttt.•" G.l pr.tC'ent 
.air. 
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• 3. Utilities 
3.1 Compressed Air.- Compressed 
air (Note) :i.t 210-250 psi (l.45-l.7Z 
MPa) !or use at 100 and ZOO psi (0.69 
and 1.38 MPa) shall be provided. · 
11-.- Comprcn..t ..:1ro1tcD "'"Y lac "'ed htat1111cl ol 
cornpro•1ed •ir if i.t Ls rnor• readily anUalalc. 
3.2 Vacuum.- A vacuum punip or 
other source of reduced pressure ca-
pable of exhausting the system and 
· ma.i.ntainine a vacuum of 29 in. (9. 79 . 
X l 04- Pa) of m c r cur y shall be 
provided. 
3.3 Water.- A supply of water at 
73.4 :t: 2 F (Z3 :l 1.1 CJ shall be pro-
vided so that thero will be available 
not less than 5 gal(O.Ol9rn3)for each 
large specimen and. l. g~ (0.008 m3) 
{or each srna.11 speci.men that may be 
under test at uiy one time. 
4. Temperature 
4.t' The tcst.!I shall be conducted in 
a. room maintained a.t 73.4 :i: Z F 
(23 :t 1.1 C). 
S. Calibration o{ Water Reservoir 
5.1 Each water reservoir shall be 
calibrated using water under ZOO-psi 
(1.38-MPa.I pressure. A small rubber 
hose is fitted by means of a threaded 
adapter to the bleeder valve i.n the 
lino between the reservoir and the 
specimen container. The valve to the 
container is closed and the reservoir 
filled with water. Pressure at ZOO psi 
(l.38 MPa) is applied. all bleeder 
valves are ooened to remove en-
trapped air, ·and :lre immediately 
clo:ied when vrater issues from them. 
The ZOO-psi (1.38-MPa) pressure i9 
then released and the rese:rvoit' is 
again filled with water to a point above 
the zero mark on the graduated sea.le. 
The ZOO-psi (l.38-MPa) pressure ia 
again applied a.nd the bleeder valve is 
opened slowly 7'nd quickly closed when 
the water level in the reservoir and 
gage glass is at the zero mark on the 
scale. Water is then removed from 
the sy:stem ;rnd caught in 500~c:m3 
increments in a graduated cylinder. 
After .c.,.ch 500-crn3 increment the 
level in the ga~e glass i!I read on the 
scale. The c:ilibra.tion constant for 
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the reservoir is calculated from these 
readings and i11 expressed in cm3 per 
unit length on the scale. 
6. SpecimE:ns 
6.1 Specimens shall be made and 
cured as specified in the applicable 
sections of CRD-C' 1 10 and 49. 
1. Procedure 
7 .1 Preparation of Specimens.-Tbe 
top and bottom of the specimen shall 
be sandblasted to remove the surface 
layer of cement paste. '!'he sides 
shall then be coated with two coats of 
a 70:30 by weight mixture of pa.rallin 
and rosin, applied hot using a paint-
brush. Care shall be taken toprevent 
the para£fin-rosin mixture Crom get-
ting on the ends of the specimens and 
any drops that do so shall ·be c&re-
!ully removed by wire brushing, 
1.Z Installation of Specimens.- The 
inner surface of the container shall 
be coated with one coat of the paraffin-
rosin mi>.."ture and a 1/4-ln. (6.4-mm) 
layer of high-strength plaster (Note) 
shall be placed on the retainer ring 
at the bottom. The specimen shall be 
lowered immediately into the con-
tainer and firmly seated in the plaster 
ring before the plaster sets. A 1/4-in. 
(6.4-mm) metal rod may be used as a 
guide and lever between the specimen 
and the inner wall of the container to 
·assist in ccnte"ringthe specimen. Af-
ter the plaster has set, a 1-in~· (Si-
mm) layer of paraffin-rosin shall be 
poured into the annular space between 
the specimen and the container. the 
remainder of 'the annular space shall 
be filled with 200· to 300-pcnctration 
asphalt heated to 230 F (110 C). 'l'he 
depression of the asphalt filling 
formed upon cooling and shrinkage 
shall be filled with pal'affin-rosin. 
The paraffin-rosin layers thus en-
close the asphalt and prevent it from 
escaping through the plaster or mix-
ing with the water. The cover shall 
then be bolted on, the bottom attached, 
and all connections made. 
Notn ... ••JJydrootou .. ,•• "'•ll'l1i1f&cturt111tl l.y ti~ U. $. 
C"''fr•"rn C:o •• 11 rcco"''"'.,MNI. 
7.3 ?reseurc Testing.- The !>ystem 
shall be exha1Htecl to a red\tced pres-
sure of at least 28 in. (9.46 X l 04Pa) 
MAR-24-1999 14:42 
of mercury. The system shall then 
be filled with water at 73.4 :I: 2 F (23 
:l l .l C:) until the vacuum gage shows 
an abrupt decrease to about 20 in. 
(6. 75 X 104 Pa) of mercury. -at which 
time the vacuum valve shall be closed. 
Trapped air i; ha 11 be lluehed out 
through the blacder valve and the 
bleeder valve then c 1 o s ed. W~th 
bleeder and bypass valVP.8 closed, 
lOO·psi (0.69-MPa) air pressure shall 
be &.pplied to the water reservoir. 
The overflow standpipe valve shall be 
opened. After 5 min the air pressur~ 
shall be increased to 200 psi (1.38 
MPa). The gage glass level shall be 
observed and recorded daily with the 
time of observation recorded to the 
nearest 0.1 hr (Note I). Observations 
shall be continued until the flow be-
comes essentially constant, normally 
for 14 to 20 days. The water in each 
assembly 1hall be replaced at suffi-
ciently frequent intervals so that at 
no time the water in contact with the 
specitnen has lln air content greater 
th:i.n 9.2 percent (Note 2). For normal 
rates of llow using apparatus of the 
sort describad, changing the water 
once a week ha5 been £ound to be cul· 
ficient to prevent excessive air con-
tent. The flushing operation shall be 
accomplished by relieving the air 
pressure and flushing approximately 
5 gal(0.019m3)ofwa.ter through each 
large assembly or 2 gal (0.008 m3) 
through each s1nall assembly. 
tfok 1.- Car.fvl Ob1erv•tioa• aball be made to d•· 
teet and cooc-cr anr '"•kt chat m•y d•,,.lop U:t. 1a.. •Y•· 
..,..._ upecl.Jly &t plarnWftt cOMoctloa• or throusb ch. 
·1eal around the .-p-c:lmtM. .. ... " • ..,er rb, now btatw.cn 
•v.cc•••hre rr•cU11i1 •.PP••n ecce1•lv•. U\c po1elbiU~ 
ot le•kt ln lhc •Y•""'"' •hntd I»• ••.upt:cted &nd appco-
pr\.at.:: ln1pc:ct&o" nu.d"' tn dated and correct 'Chem. 
Nol:e l.- nae iir ('Of\lt.lnt o( th.• water ,h111.ll b• dc'CC'I'· 
mlaed byh'lCuqri"K thl'volum• of .a.Ir tlu.t •tc&pc• fr0tn 
a m••• ... rcd 'n'l••M o( rhew1t.h:r miiut111.inod at7J.4 • 2 F 
(2J ~ 1.1 Ct and urn.otrkt:ric prctfUI:'" for ?f + 4 )ir. 
B.· Calculation 
8.1 The differences of daily read-
inga·of water reservoir level are con-
verted to volume of w~ter flow in ml 
by multiplying by the reservoir cali-
bration conHant. The rate of now 'in 
cm3 per hr is obtained by dividing 
volume by elapsed time in hours be-
tween readings. Permeability is then 
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calculated lrom the following !ormula: 
K:: M X Z3.l5 x 10-IZ or 
K"' M x 54.55 X io-ll 
where: 
K _ · b"lity . cu Ct sec 
- permea i in sq ft ({t head Ctr 
M = average flow rate !Cir the fin~l 
5 days of the test in cm3/ht', 
and -lZ -12 
23.JS X 10 or 54.55 X 10 =con-
version fa.ctors !or 14-1/2- by l 5-
in. (368- by 381-mm) .and Lor 6- by 
6-in. (152- by 152-mm) &peci-
mens . respectively for changing 
3 cu !t i;ec (N ) 
cm /hr to sq !t (ft head ft) ote • 
. > 
l'IOU·· <:o tc/rec x z.016SS£ 0 02 - 1n /•· 
9. Report 
9.1 The· report shall include per-
tinent data on the characteri&tic:s of 
the concrete used in the specimens, 
the age ·at which the specimens were 
tested, values for permeti.bility oC 
each specimen, average values for 
groups of similal' specimens, and 
notations of any unusual features of 
the testing procedul"e. 
Appendix 
Derintion of Equations 
Darcy's law for Quid flow in a pcnnt.1ble meJiom 
C1111bc:~u 
K=~~) 
K • h)'dnuliccondiiclivity(or~ac:icntorpcr­
mcabililyJ 
M = fJowraic 
A "' Arca of pcmtcablc medium pcrpendicubr 10 
flow 
b .. hydrtulic beM 
L "' Jengtb C!cnow palh 
1'hls rdatiorubip~·,l)ong with lhoi:c listed bc:ll>'"'. "'CfC 
used 10 calcubue the fattors in CRD-C 4S. The 
following rclarionshi)U apply: 
· 1 cnt' = J.531 >< I~ /11 
I fl-= 144 i112 
I hr = 3600 sec· 
where 
P o water pressure 
y = dcns;1y of water 
Thus, Dm:y"s uw b«>omcs 
K "' M c:nfJ )( 3.531 x I~ L )( _!k_ 
,., cm' 3600 rec 
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I ~ 
x-x 144-x Air?- fr 
lh 200 m · 2 J_ ill 
---;; )( 144 ~ )( • )( 12 /I- . 
61.4"'"': I' 1.111 
/11 
ReduciJ1g Ibis rcbtionship £anhcr, WC find that 
r = M lC 2.S.50 x 1o-fO )( !:. (I) 
A 
where .M bas . IUlilS or crn'lhr. A is lhc area 
popemf ltUlm' IO ftow in squsn: inclxs. ll!ld L is the 
length of die spccimai ill iDdics. Par a 'fCCilllCll wilh a 
dillltlC'lcr of 14.,l/2 in. and a length of IS in.. I.IA = 
. 0.09085. U5iiig this Ylluc or u A. J ealcul;aic 
K = M )( 2.SSO x ur•0 x O.D90&S = 
M x 23.17 x JO '12 
l'or a· diammr ol 6. in. and a lcdgth or 6 in .• IJA = 
0.2122. Thu$. I c:ll:ulatc 
K = M )( S4.ll x ur11 
These values a.-e re:isoMbly close 10 the VJlucs 
given in CRO-C 48. The diffttcnce is in the signilicao1 
figures u.o;cd in conversion fac:un and conS18111s.. 
For spccillltftC or ocher llimcluions. ooe hu only 
to caleul21e the UA ratio or 1hc specimen and u~ Equa-
tiOll (I) r:i-.cn ~bove. 
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DISCLAIMER 
The contents of this addendum and the report to which it is attached reflect the views of the 
author and do not necessarily reflect the official views of the Iowa Department of Transportation. 
This addendum and the report to which it is attached do not constitute any standard, specification 
or regulation. 
INTRODUCTION 
This addendum is intended to clarify and elaborate some of the statements and analyses in the 
report MLR 98-2, "Effect of Waterproofing Admixture lpanex on Concrete Durability." Some of 
the information in this addendum was provided by representatives of IPA Systems Inc. and Dr. 
Barry Scheetz, Pennsylvania State University at a meeting at the Iowa DOT on 20 April 1999. 
Also referenced are ''Evaluation of Bridge Deck Slabs Incorporating Ipanex Concrete" by WISS, 
Janney, Elstner Associates, Inc., 1992 (hereafter referred to as WJE) and ''Evaluation oflpanex 
on the Durability of Pennsylvania Turnpike Bridges" by Barry Scheetz, Ph.D. et al., 1998 
(hereafter referred to as PSU). Note that this addendum does not change the 
conclusions/recommendation of the referenced report MLR 98-2. 
DISCUSSION 
1. The Rapid Chloride Ion Penileability test, AASHTO T-277 was performed in addition to and 
not in place of the Duggan test for concrete durability. The results of the Duggan test were 
considered irrelevant to the conclusions of the report and were left out. Those results showed 
essentially no difference between test.s8mple and control (data is available upon request). 
The PSU report recommends against using the T-277 test because of claims of erroneous high 
readings. The justification for this claim is based on a paragraph and note in the AASHTO test 
which read in part, "This test method can produce misleading results When calcium nitrite has 
been admixed into a concrete .... Other admixtures might affect results of this test similarly. 
Long-term ponding tests are recommended if an admixture effect is suspected." In testing for 
this MLR, the results of the T-277 were consistent with the ponding test in showing no 
significant difference between the lpanex concrete and the control In the WJE report, the 
high permeability values were correlated to high water absorption and low density of the 
lpanex cores tested. 
2. Data are provided in the MLR from compressive strength tests performed on concrete from 
the field. IP A Systems raised some concerns about the testing of concrete samples at different 
air contents. Essentially, the concrete samples with Ipanex had significantly higher air 
contents. The author acknowledges that the decrease in strength probably was due, at least in 
part, to the increase in air content. However, adding an air entraining agent to the concrete 
1 
without lpanex·would have made the two cases even more difficuh to compare in a controlled 
sense. Also, all of the other variables were maintained constant. Note too that the concrete 
that was actually placed in the bridge was that with the higher air content and lower strengths. 
Note that the mixes descnbed in Table 1 were standard DOT lab mixes. 
3. The MLR discusses the use of a state generated letter in the IPA Systems promotional 
literature received by the Iowa DOT New Products Committee. IP A Systems has stated that 
the letters from other states and cities were only included in the package sent to the Iowa 
DOT New Products Committee in response to the committee's request for that type of 
information,.and that those items are never included in the promotional packages that are sent 
to other potential customers. 
4. In the economics portion of the MLR the cost of silica fume is discussed. This discussion 
needs to be clarified. In that paragraph the report states "Type 1 S cement is almost the same 
price as regular cement and added silica fume is not much more .... Either of these is a much 
more economical approach than Ipanex on simply a price basis .... " 
(1) Note that Type lS cement is slag cement, not cement with silica fume. So the MLR is 
correct in saying that slag cement is the same price as regular cement. 
(2) Also, the current price for silica fume in Iowa resuhs in an added cost to concrete of about 
$30.00 per cubic yard placed. This is considerably higher than regular concrete but 
comparable to the cost of using lpanex. 
5. Some concern has been expressed about the claim in the MLR that there is a lack of 
controlled tests in the product literature provided (here we are speaking of controlled field 
tests). In the literature and data provided to the New Products committee, there is only one 
field case cited that is a controlled study. This is the evaluation of bridge structures on the 1-
76 Turnpike in Pennsylvania. All of the others listed are single case studies (with no controls). 
No other controlled field study information has been provided since the publication of the 
MLR or the meeting on April 20, 1999. 
The WJE report is carefully and objectively written. Its conclusions are different from those 
of the PSU report, although many references are made to its content. The WJE report 
indicated considerable differences between the Ipanex and control concretes. Those 
differences included air content, aggregate gradation, flat and elongated particle content, 
maximum aggregate size, and cover over steel The WJE report states in the conclusions 
"These differences prevent an accurate comparison of the lpanex concrete with the control" 
In the product literature and in the PSU report, the visual survey resuhs are strongly 
emphasized. The visual survey results showed considerably more deterioration on bridges 
without lpanex compared to the bridge with lpanex. However, the bridge with lpanex had air 
contents ranging from 3 to 12 percent and the control had air contents between 1.5 and 2.5 
percent. Also, the lpanex bridge had at least 2.5 inches of cover over the steel in the places 
2 
sampled. The controls had cover ranging from 1.25 to 2.12 inches. The control cores with at 
least 2 inches of cover did not exln'bit corrosion. So the comment in the MLR about other 
plausible causes of deterioration remains valid. 
6. Another concern expressed about the testing that was performed by the Iowa DOT is that 
chloride ion permeability was tested and not water permeability. The tests performed by PSU 
were intended to evaluate this permeability. The MLR listed several questions about the 
Pennsylvania State University research results and several have been answered since the 
publication of the MLR. Some of the more important new information is listed below: 
(1) The samples were one inch in diameter and two inches long. This being the case, the 
actual area of the cross section that was being tested was very small as the maximum sizes 
of the aggregates were% inch for the Ipanex samples and Yi inch for the control This 
means that the measured flow rates were bound to be very small and the associated 
measurement errors significant. More importantly, the sample with the larger aggregate 
(Ipanex) is essentially guaranteed to have a lower permeability result because the. 
aggregate is taking up so much more ofthe cross section. 
(2) The MLR lists several concerns about the graph in the PSU report that purports to show 
water permeability of the concrete samples. According to Dr. Scheetz, the curves on the 
water permeability graph were plotted incorrectly by the graduate student performing the 
work. Apparently, the data was quite noisy and the curve was fitted incorrectly. As a 
result, the smooth curve for the lpanex sample should not slope downward at the end of 
test, nor should the control curve be sigmoidal Instead, the two curves should be flat at 
zero for a period of time followed by a linear ramp with a fixed slope. The data behind 
these graphs were not available at the time of the meeting in April Additionally, 
according to Dr. Scheetz, this graph has two scales. The Ipanex data is plotted to a 
different scale which is not shown on the graph. · 
7. Finally, in the paragraph descn'bing Table 2 on page 5 of the MLR, the ability of silica fume 
and slag to reduce permeability is descn'bed. Please note that this decrease in permeability is 
with respect to conventional concrete not concrete with lpanex. 
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Addendum to MLR 98-2 
DISCLAIMER 
The contents ofthis addendum and the report to which it is attached reflect the views of the 
author and do not necessarily reflect the official views of the Iowa Department of Transportation. 
This addendum and the report to which it is attached do not constitute any standard, specification 
or regu]ation. 
Introduction 
This addendum is intended to clarify and elaborate some of the statements and analyses in the 
report MLR 98-2, "Effect of Waterproofing Admixture Ipanex on Concrete Durability." Some of 
the information in this addendum was provided by representatives of IPA Systems Inc. and Dr. 
Barry Scheetz., Pennsylvania State University at a meeting at the Iowa DOT on 20 April 1999. 
Also referenced are "Evaluation of Bridge Deck Slabs Incorporating lpanex Concrete" by WISS, 
Janney, Elstner Associates, Inc., 1992 (hereafter referred to as WJE) and "Evaluation oflpanex 
on the Durability of Pennsylvania Turnpike Bridges" by Barry Scheetz., Ph.D. et al, 1998 
(hereafter referred to as PSU). Note that this addendum does not change the 
conclusions/recommendation of the referenced report MLR 98-2. 
Discussion 
1. The Rapid Chloride Ion Permeability test, AASHTO T-277 was performed in addition to and 
not in place of the Duggan test for concrete durability. The results of the Duggan test were 
considered irrelevant to the conclusions of the report and were left out. Those results showed 
essentially no difference between test sample and control (data is available upon request). 
The PSU report recommends against using the T-277 test because of claims of erroneous high 
readings. The justification for this claim is based on a paragraph and note in the AASHTO test 
which read in part, "This test method can produce misleading results when calcium nitrite has 
been admixed into a concrete .... Other admixtures might affect results of this test similarly. 
Long-term ponding tests are recommended if an admixture effect is suspected." In testing for 
this MLR, the results of the T-277 were consistent with the ponding test in showing no 
significant difference between the Ipanex concrete and the control In the WJE report, the high 
permeability values were correlated to high water absorption and low density of the lpanex 
cores tested. · 
2. Data are provided in the MLR from compressive strength tests performed on concrete from the 
field. IP A Systems raised some concerns about the testing of concrete samples at different air 
contents. Essentially, the concrete samples with Ipanex had significantly ~ air contents. 
The author acknowledges that the decrease in strength probably was du~:in ~. to the 
increase in air content. However, adding an air entraining agent to the concrete without Ipanex 
would have made the two cases even more difficult to compare in a controlled sense. Also, all 
of the other variables were maintained constant. Note too that the concrete that was ac~1 
placed in the bridge was~ with~ higher air content and lower ~A Al~ k. 't"~ ~ IYrt\'"tRS ~ '"'- la.-~fe j_ ~ $~.:i;po1 
J tt 6 -1Yl 1 )le s . 
3. The MLR discusses the use of a state generated letter in the IP A Systems promotional 
literature received by the Iowa DOT New Products Committee. IP A Systems has stated that 
the letters from other states and cities were only included in the package sent to the Iowa DOT 
New Products Committee in response to the committee's request for that type of information, 
and that those items are never included in the promotional packages that are sent to other 
potential customers. 
4. In the economics portion of the MLR the cost of silica fume is discussed. This discussion needs · 
to be clarified. In that paragraph the report states "Type 1 S cement is almost the same price as 
regular cement and added silica fume is not much more .... Either of these is a much more 
economical approach than lpanex on simply a price basis .... " 
(1) Note that Type 1 S cement is slag cement, not cement with silica fume. So the MLR is 
correct in saying that slag ~ment is the same price as regular cement. 
(2) Also, the current price for silica fume in Iowa results in an added cost to concrete of about 
$30.00 per cubic yard placed. This is considerably higher than regular concrete but 
comparable to the cost of using Ipanex.h k · f L~//.eJ L\ ,~~ ~ ll-t-e s ;eei r"1.} e Ce1A-h'e(J /es1~. 
5. Some concern has been expressed abo~ claim in the MLR that there is a Jack of controlled 
tests in the product literature providaj, f2 the literature and data provided to the New 
Products committee, there is only o~,;f3se cited that is a controlled study. This is the 
evaluation of bridge structures on the 1-76 Turnpike in Pennsy~ All of the others listed 
are single case studies (with oo controls). No other controll~ information has been ~ 
provided since the publication of the MLR or the meeting on .April 20, 199~ 
fl ~j;j~wp'St.< ~ -
'Rte-c;)B@ eass-~ uQ!h comr.ol that was pi:o1Qdc/is fl:awed:t"The w.ii!reporttiindicated 
considerable differences between the lpanex and control concretes. Those differences included 
air content, aggregate gradation, flat and elongated particle content, maximum aggregate size, 
and cover over steel The WJE report states in the conclusions "These differences prevent an 
accurate comparison of the lpanex concrete with the control" In the product literature and in 
the PSU report, the visual survey results are strongly emphasiz.ed. The visual survey results 
showed considerably more deterioration on bridges without lpanex compared to the bridge 
with Ipanex. However, the bridge with Ipanex had air contents ranging from 3 to 12 percent 
and the control had air contents between 1.5 and 2.5 percent. Also, the lpanex bridge had at 
.. least 2.5 inches of cover over the steel in the places sampled. The controls had cover ranging 
from 1.25 to 2.12 inches. The control cores with at least 2 inches of cover did not exhIDit 
corrosion. So the comment in the MLR about other plausible causes of deterioration remains 
valid. 
f~ WYE,-e,po0-~ ;~ ~~ ~ o6JcJ:~~ 
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6. 'i,,._ last concern expressed about the testing that was performed by the Iowa DOT is that 
chloride ion permeability was tested and not water permeability. The tests performed by PSU 
were intended to evaluate this permeability. The MLR listed several questions about the 
Pennsylvania State University research results and several have been answered since the 
publication of the MLR Some of the more important new information is listed below: 
(1) The samples were one inch in diameter and two inches long. This being the case, the 
actual area of the cross section that was being tested was very small as the maximum siz.es 
of the aggregates were % inch for the Ipanex samples and Yz inch for the control This 
means that the measured flow rates were bound to be very small and the·associated 
measurement errors significant. More importantly, the sample with the larger aggregate 
(lpanex) is essentially guaranteed to have a lower permeability result because the 
aggregate is taking up so much more of the cross section. 
(2) The MLR lists several concerns about the graph in the PSU report that purports to show 
water permeability of the concrete samples. According to Dr. Scheetz, the curves on the 
water permeability graph were plotted incorrectly by the graduate student performing Ute 
work. Apparently, the data was quite noisy and the curve was fitted inco~tiy . .As~ · 
result, the smooth curve for the Ipanex sample should not slope downward at the eI¥f pf 
test, nor should the control curve be sigmoidal. Instead, the two curves should :be6rt 8.t 
zero for a period of time followed by a linear ramp with a fixed slope. The data behind 
these graphs were not available at the time of the meeting in April Additionally, . 
according to Dr. Scheetz, this graph has two scales. The !pan.ex data is plotted to a 
different scale which is not shown on the graph. 
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